Subject: Press Release

Dear Sir or Madam,

The Students Parliament, University of Sarajevo (SPUS) as the only legally and legitimately, democratically organized umbrella association of students at the University of Sarajevo, is reminding that last year it was the initiator and leader of the project "Government's Subsidies and Participation in the Public Transportation Cost in 2010"

After many successfully implemented projects of the SPUS in our mandate period (February - December 2010) that are directly related to the conditions and quality of student standards and studying at the University of Sarajevo, we believe that the Government and the Ministry of Transportation and the Ministry of Science and Education of the Canton Sarajevo will take in consideration our letter and reach a positive decision, and provide the necessary funds for temporarily subsidy and the participation of the Government and aforementioned Ministries in the costs of public transportation, or extend the validity of the existing "Sup’s" annual coupons respectively, until the new Government is constituted, and a new decision is reached for 2011.

The Students Parliament, University of Sarajevo is distancing itself from any attempts to manipulate students, in order to fulfill goals of any public transportation service providers, and by doing so to inflict harm to students and to the Students Parliament, University of Sarajevo!

"May we remind you to reach the aforementioned decisions without causing non-academic student behavior that would certainly harm the Government and Ministries, because the SPUS and students do deserve this kind of decision“ said Adnan Bajrić, President of the Students Parliament, University of Sarajevo.

WE HOPE THAT YOU WILL MAKE THIS INFORMATION AVAILABLE FOR STUDENTS AND WIDER PUBLIC.

Contact Tel. No.: 061 464-862, Adnan Bajrić

Sincerely!

Sarajevo, 27 December 2010

________________________________________

PRESIDENT OF THE SPUS

______________________________

ADNAN BAJRIĆ